Italy’s last family-owned shipyard is facing the future in fine style, building superyachts
which balance innovative engineering with subtly chic interiors. Welcome aboard the Aurora…
Words BETHAN RYDER Photography TON VAN OOSSANEN

The aerodynamic exterior
of the Aurora , launched at
the Monaco Yacht Show.
Two diesel engines provide
a top speed of 21 knots

A skylight is framed with
sinuous curves, echoing the
interior design throughout
the yacht
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Cutting a dynamic swathe through the water, Aurora’s incorporated to satisfy the client whose preference was
aluminium superstructure has been designed by Fulvio De towards a more classic, dark yacht interior.
Simoni to reﬂect its owner’s sporty, energetic character. It
What sets Salvagni’s yacht interiors apart from his
owes as much to automotive aerodynamics and vintage contemporaries’ is this approach to space; whereas other
sports cars as streamlined nautical silhouettes, with design designers might treat a yacht interior like a residential
cues such as the 'cut outs' along the bow of the boat likened scheme with different materials for the ﬂoor, ceilings and
to vents in a sports car.
walls, Salvagni sculpts the space in the same timbers to
Created by Rossinavi, a leader in custom-designed create an inviting, harmonious feel. He refers to Aurora’s
yachts and the last remaining family-owned shipyard in
interior as a ‘cradle’ that cocoons visitors.
Italy, it took two years to build and features an interior
At 49m, Aurora’s layout is spacious and open with
completely custom-designed by Rome- and London-based three large social areas, including a sunbathing area, or
architect Achille Salvagni, who is world renowned for his 'beach salon', which precedes a recessed open-air dining
award-winning yacht design. The exterior and interior space. There are three decks with quarters for the crew of
weren’t, however, conceived in tandem – instead Salvagni 12 concentrated on the lower deck, which also
received renderings that had already been approved. Far accommodates two guest cabins. Like most superyachts,
from being the dream situation, he nevertheless relished it has six cabins (anything in excess of this is classiﬁed as
the challenge. “When there are a lot of restrictions, the a ship, which alters the rules and regulations) but unlike
creativity is even higher, because you need to ﬁnd clever most, there are not one but two owner’s cabins to
solutions to critical aspects that you can’t modify,” he says.
accommodate changes in the weather and surroundings,
Although the owner had requested a dynamic-looking one very large one on the main deck and the other on the
yacht, Salvagni wisely decided not to echo the machismo of upper deck with a large window overlooking an elliptical
the superstructure inside. “I was impressed by the al-fresco jacuzzi. In keeping with the sporty theme, there
masculine lines that it embodied,” he recalls. “You can see are also several jet skis, scuba diving equipment and a
from the bow and the vertical elements, it’s like a rhino. state-of-the-art gym and sauna.
You can almost see the muscle under the skin of the yacht,
Both of the owner’s cabins have unobstructed views of
but if I had treated this toy from one perspective and the water and generous 55 square-metre balconies. Aurora
replicated that inside I would have created a monster,” he also beneﬁts from many expansive windows affording
says. Instead, Salvagni has opted for curved wall panels, ocean panoramas, a feature Salvagni has capitalised on
undulating ceiling coffers, spherical pendants and through the layout of furniture, which comes in a neutral
distinctive skylights in pebble-like forms.
palette of creams, taupe and blonde wood. “The big
“Viewing the angular and sharp yacht through soft difference between designing for a house and a yacht is
portals or skylights softens the message but also makes the that the former has its own DNA based on the heritage of
yacht appear even stronger than it is,” he says.
the neighbourhood and a ﬁxed view, but a yacht has
To create this symphony of loose, organic curves – “a multiple locations and for guests the amazing aspect is
ﬂuid, modern sensuality” – Salvagni used reﬁned materials always outside. So you need to create a balance in the
such as Italian carrara, bronze-inlaid marquetry and a rich interior and never overwhelm the yacht’s surroundings.”
palette of woods. Much of the interior is fashioned from
Salvagni has now created several yacht interiors for
brushed teak with contrasting accents of darker glossy Rossinavi. The 50m Endeavour also launched this year,
tineo – such as in the slanted wall above the master bed – and he has the company to thank for propelling him into a
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Clockwise from top left: An
Anish Kapoor sculpture
from the owner's private art
collection; the lounge and
dining area feature
bespoke pieces by Salvagni,
including armchairs
upholstered in Dedar fabric,
his limited-edition
Pinocchio ﬂoor lamp and a
gold oval dining table; to add
interest to the stairway,
Salvagni has used risers
edged in glossy tineo timber
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Architect Achille
Salvagni refers to the
interior as a
‘CRADLE’ that
cocoons visitors
major league of ultra-high-net-worth clients in 2011 with
the launch of the multi-award-winning 70m Numptia.
It’s clearly a winning partnership and Salvagni
appreciates Rossinavi’s personal management style.
“They’re a dream team,” he says. “They approach the
quality of the product from the heart rather than the
pocket.” For Federico Rossinavi, COO of the ﬁrm, the
feeling is mutual, “We share the same design philosophy.
Achille takes a considered approach to each interior,
crafting unique components. He creates spaces that feel
like a residential interior – a place to live.”
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The curved sofa, a bespoke
Salvagni design , is
sumptuously upholstered in
mohair velvet , its curves
echoing the feature lighting
and dining table beyond
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Clockwise from top left: In
the master bedroom, a
graphic feature wall in dark
wood and brass gives a nod
to classic yacht interiors;
cocooning curves in the
study area; a rich mix of
materials in the ensuite
bathroom; recessed lighting
and a skylight in the
hallway create a focal point
whatever the time of day

“You can almost see the MUSCLE
under the SKIN of the yacht”
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